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A common dream for creative people is to make a living by selling poems or stories. Unfortunately, it is also a difficult career to break into. A number of habits can help increase your chances of success, as can thoroughly examine your market and buyers in it. Explore your market. The goal that you write
directly is on what the market you have chosen wants. Write what you love and write every day. Develop a great writing style with passion and practice. Set the habit of writing at a certain time with a specific purpose every day. Edit to perfection and then seek unbiased opinions before presenting your
story or poem. Polish your letter after others have given frank assessments. Make a list of target markets that pay. Note the editors' names, any submission periods, publishing addresses, formatting information, and special notes. Always attach manuscripts exactly as the market asks for them. Obey the
paid markets. When you get a waiver, don't dwell on it. Once you post a view, sit down and write the next story or poem. Always work on a new story or poem. The market itself. Create a fan base among those who have read your stories and poems. Try making a connection with those people who use
social media or a website and make sure they are aware of each new post. Tips Once you are safe in your talent, writers conferences and conventions can help you network and give you insider information about what's hot. Explore emerging markets. For example, Amazon provides a simple selfpublishing platform for writers, and a few new short works on the market primarily as iPhone apps. If your dream is to be a writer, look for other writing sites to bring income while you develop your fiction career. Warnings Don't lay off your day job. Writing poems and short fiction rarely brings a stable
income. If the novel is like a good bottle of wine (every once in a while you surprise yourself polishing one off in one night), then a good story is like a shot. Once you've thrown one back, you feel like you've been punched in the face, but in a good way. Mostly.Novels can work as soul-soothing, which is
nice. But sometimes what you want is a push to your feelings. You want to feel great emotions quickly. And you don't feel like letting tannins breathe or slogging your way through Goldfinch, and you don't have to apologize for it! Instead, what you want is a sequence of intense experiences. Want to be a
dog racing through a military base covered with snow. You want to go crazy and declare yourself king of Spain. You want to wreak havoc in the bloody ambulance, shove a handful of dubious pills in your mouth, and go driving. What you want is stories. Here are my 10 recommendations for what to read
as well as the shots to go with them. There are recipes for mixologists. Also, since the best cure for a dog's hair hangover, or a dose of what you had the night before, there are also links to more intoxicating stories from these authors. You'll be drunk for months.1 Hell-sky by Jhumpa Lahiri and
ToastieWhy they match: I'm going to risk sounding like Jhumpa Lahiri's character: An American girlfriend. She pops up in several stories to tell her Indian boyfriend: I love your culture and your spicy food! and always parts with for being too simple to exist. But, I love Jhumpa Lahiri writing and her spicy
food! Hell sky is a beautiful story, and I'm sorry to say it's pretty fragrant. So enjoy with a cinnamon drink to match. Toastie Recipe: Equal Parts Amaretto and Cinnamon schnappsHangover Cure: Unusual Earth2. Denis Johnson's 911 EmergencyWhen they are the same: 911 is dangerous because when
different spirits combine (it mixes spirit with digestif and liquor) the effect triples. An emergency is dangerous because it mixes hallucinogens, knives and rabbits. In other words, both will mess you up very quickly.911 Recipe: Equal Parts by Jack Daniels, Southern Comfort, and J'germeisterHangover Cure:
The Son of Jesus: Stories3. Drinking coffee elsewhere by Packer and EspressoWhy do they match: This story is shot from guns. It begins with Dina, the main character, telling her fellow freshmen on orientation that if she could be any object, she would revolver. They recoil and its war against whiteness,
which is Yale begins. Her anger and razor sharp wit are sharp and her story is as invigorating as a triple-shot espresso. Espresso Recipe: Combine one cafe, one barista, and one handy Lambover Cure chair: Drinking coffee elsewhere (eponymous collection)4. Long-distance runner Grace Paley and
PicklebackWhy they match: Grace Paley once told a good story there are always at least two stories. This is the story of a middle-aged woman who returns to her past life, trying to understand what will happen next. It's also the story of Brooklyn - how its neighborhoods are constantly changing but never
changing. This story is Pickleback, because nothing could be more Brooklyn than vodka and pickled juice, except for Paley herself. Pickleback Recipe: One shot of vodka chased with a one-shot pickled juicesHangover Cure: Huge change in the last minute 5. Dog Sky Stephanie Vaughn and Bomb
PopWhy They Match: Dog Heaven Is What America Would Look Like If Americana Were Alive and Healthy. The classic Norman Rockwell trails there are -- fathers in uniform, mothers in aprons, children in and a soulful, vile dog -- but they live in the vast shadow of an atomic bomb. This story will make
you nostalgic for your childhood. You want a turbo Eskimo rocket dripping down your fingers, but you need a drink. Thus, Bomb Pop.Bomb Pop Recipe: Equal Parts Sprite, Lemon Flavored Vodka, Blue Curacao and GrenadineHangover Cure: Sweet Talk 6. Sonny's Blues James Baldwin and Johnny
Walker's RedWhy They Match: This story seems simple - a Harlem teacher takes in his prodigal younger brother, musician and heroin addict, who may or may not stay clean. But how does Sonny's Blues be simple when he reads like the music he celebrates and fills you with hope, the pain of grief, and
the need to drink a lot of whiskey in a dark, quiet bar? Hangover Cure: Going to Meet the Man: Stories 7. Christmas Eve Maeve Brennan and three sageWhy they match: If you're one of those people like me, that alternately sullen and joyful at Christmas (it's a bad combination to be sentimental about an
idyllic childhood and, well, mortality) than that is the story for you. Brennan takes melancholy down to a few notches just being Irish.Three Wise Men Recipe: Equal Parts by Johnny Walker, Jim Beam, and Jack Daniel'sHangover Cure: Springs of Love: The Stories of Dublin 8. Diary of a madman Nikolai
Gogol - Russian rouletteWhy they coincide: Reading Gogol - it's a much better bet than playing Russian roulette, but two experiences are similar: frankly ridiculous and truly amazing. Gogol's straightforward absurdities will give you a spin. And when you try your luck in a few rounds of Russian roulette
(drink, please, the actual Russian roulette will kill you), you may feel like the king of Spain yourself. Russian roulette recipe: One part Kalua, one part vodka, two parts Sambuca. This one involves fire. Let the bartender do it Forgeover Cure: Diary of a Madman, State Inspector, and Selected Stories 9.
Raymond Carver's Night School and BoilermakerWhy they match: Night School is a story of middle age, single people wake up late at night. So it's fun. History, as well as a drink, is fundamentally working class - simple without gimmicks or frills. And drink and history fulfill a specific sense of hopelessness.

And festive. Boilermaker Recipe: One shot of whiskey and one glass of Lambover Cure beer: Will you please be calm, please? 10. Good country people Flannery O'Connor and Georgia PeachWhy they match: Knocking back a few Georgia peaches will give you the confidence to try one of the best to
come on the line ever. A line that can only come from Flannery O'Connor's mind. The line that makes this story one of the best ever written; Show me where your wooden leg joins. I can't think of a better recommendation than this. Georgia Peach Recipe: Equal Parts Peach Schnapps and Southern
ComfortHangover Good man hard to find images: Connie Ma, Mark Philpott, RG'B, ArchBishopJosh, gigi_NYC, classic_film, phantomx, trawin, NovoaR, Brother O'Mara /Flickr Last update October 20, 2020 Are you stressed and overwhelmed, wishing you had more time to do what really matters? Are you
ready to do something better, something special in your life or your career? If you are willing to take responsibility for your life, then you need to use some principles of success. Many people maybe you-stopped after their passion and purpose too early in life because their talents were ignored, minimized,
or ashamed. They didn't have the chops to win the American Idol competition or nab an Olympic gold medal, so they stopped expressing their innate gifts in general. You don't have to be a prize winner to rock your life. Living in the life of your dreams is discovering your superpowers and feeling bright and
joyful when you use them. It's about what makes you unique and find like-minded people to support you. Here are 10 principles of success that will help you achieve your goals and live a rich life on your terms1. Get the hobby moving closer to your dreamsIf you've never become a professional dancer or
world-renowned author, it doesn't mean you have to stop dancing or writing! These activities make you come alive even if you only do them as a favorite pastime. Participating in a hobby is one of the most important success principles you can follow to get closer to your dreams. When you try something
creative for the first time or for a long time, you start to see opportunities at work and in life that you didn't know before. You also feel happier and more energetic, according to a recent study from New York.Some of my most burnt-out executive clients have stepped up their careers by opening a creative
outlet that fueled them after the end of the day. Research at San Francisco State University shows that having a hobby reduces stress and helps you succeed at work. Give yourself permission to try new things and return to the old passions you abandoned long ago. Putting just one hour a week into
personal research can make a significant difference to your life and help you focus on setting goals. Focus on your strengths, do you know that you are more likely to succeed when you develop your natural strengths rather than work on your weaknesses? The problem is that you probably don't know
where your true talents lie. Once you realize what makes you tick, you can use these skills at work and your personal life to get more done in less time. If you're improving your ability through practice and study, you can accelerate your career and become a leader in an area that matters to you. So it's
worth investing in yourself.3 Jumping off a cliff doesn't require a workworker thing: most people are too afraid to change. When participants first at my seminars, they tell me that they have mouths to feed, bills to pay, and fear that if they follow their dreams, someone will get hurt. The old saying jump and
grid should appear does not comfort them. Because they are hesitant to plunge into the unknown, they believe that their only option is to stay where they are in life. Can you relate? You don't have to sacrifice the life you have now to start a new one. I was a psychology professor day and singer at night for
years before I moved on to a full-time music career. To use this principle for success, take a little time each week to do something that enlivens you through hobbies, volunteer work, etc. Feel it. Is that what you really want? If that's what you really want to do, increase the time, stop it, and make the
transition when the time is right.4 Give your inner critic Some LoveThe main culprit that keeps you from going outside your comfort zone and getting your dream life KCRP or K-CRAP, a radio station that plays 24/7 in your head. The moment you try to do something interesting in your life, it slaps you down
with such chart-topping killer hooks as Who do you think you are? And you'll never be good enough!. Have you ever noticed that a sneaky KCRP DJ sounds like your parents, teachers, bosses and other power officials who shut you down creatively? These people don't need to strangle you anymore
(although they often still do) because your inner critic does it for them. It keeps you stuck in a rut. To break free, try to think of this DJ as a rude old grandfather who gives you shit to keep you safe. Remember that this grumpy grandpa is unfortunately out of touch with time. Give him a pat on the back for
his good intentions, and put your attention back on what makes you come alive. This is one of the principles of success that will give you the courage to go into the unknown, where you can dance to the beat of your own drummer. 5. Embrace your inner SelfMany we don't go after our dreams because we
are afraid that people will find out how weird or strange we are. However, our little eccentricities often turn out to be our strongest. Chances are you lost track of your true passions and talents before you were still old enough to know what you were getting out of the way. You've become a slow adult, learn:
Take on family roles that don't match who you really are. Mow back what teachers taught you in school and not risk getting bad grades for being original. Hide parts of yourself that don't seem acceptable to certain social groups. The cost per installation is that you end leading a life that doesn't suit you all
that well. Your true calling becomes clear when you accept what sets you apart from others and allows yourself to stand out from the crowd, even if it feels awkward. Often Often very quality that you consider as your flaws are your greatest gifts. Here's how to listen to your inner voice for more fulfillment.6.
See the big picture to find your true CallingI can not emphasize the importance of this principle of success enough. Your true calling is right in front of you, but you may miss it because you are looking for it in the wrong place. To see it clearly, try to broaden your point of view. Example: Maria felt that she
needed to retire early from the police detective so that she could go abroad. I encouraged Maria to think about how she could continue to serve as a law enforcement officer (a career she loved) and travel abroad at the same time. A few months later, Maria took a job at the United Nations in Bosnia,
teaching the local police force to understand and adopt human rights procedures. Like Maria, you are an everyday rock star capable of achieving more than you can imagine. Is that what you're looking for right in front of you, too? Do you have a hint of what that might be? Look beyond your day-to-day
activities, your current job, and even the city in which you live. Look at your life from the point of view of the eagle and be open to new opportunities. 7. Try a little Wish-List MagicPretend I'm your fairy godmother and I'm giving you permission right now to be your most gorgeous self. What kind of life will
music be like for your ears? It doesn't matter if it seems unattainable or even completely crazy. Write it down on your wish list. How would you like your career, your relationships, your health, your finances and your spiritual life to be similar? Get enough details to make your wishes seem tangible to you.
Then look at this list every morning before you start your day and every night before going to bed.8 Take breaks to get clues about your ideal FutureDid do you know that working right before the deadline leads to lower profits? Studies show that a break of 15 minutes every 75-90 minutes can help you
recharge, update your focus, and get more done in less time. In addition, a Stanford study shows that walking increases your creative result by 60 percent. Doing repetitive activities such as walking, running, cycling, swimming, and radical allow you to solve problems to pop in your mind out of nowhere.
What does this principle of success have to do with creating your dream life? These mini-breaks provide vital clues about what to do next to reach your ideal future. Also, you won't waste precious time and energy getting lost in other people's agenda9. Take action on your inspired ideasIn this inspired
thought appears in your mind, take action. It's one of the most powerful success to make your dreams a reality; the sooner the better. Whatever it is - from calling an old friend to a new route home - be sure to do it! Notice Guesses. You have to go after what you want and not just dream about it. As
comedian Jim Carrey warns: You can't just visualize and go eat a sandwich. To learn more about how to get out of autopilot and take concrete action towards your goals, check out this video:10. Count Your Rockstar MomentsStill is not sure that you have what it takes to get the life of your dreams? This
principle of ultimate success is guaranteed to help. Make a list of everything you've ever achieved. As you read back through it, put the star next to each item and let it sink in. You'll also see how effective you've been in the past at getting what you want. You have succeeded before and you can succeed
again. Final thoughtsEelionor Roosevelt said: The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. Following these principles of success will help you find the time and energy to achieve your goals and live with clear intent. Stand still, be quiet and listen. Your life constantly tells you what
you need to do to realize your own rock star potential in life and business. It may just be a whisper now, but the more you pay attention to it, the louder it will get, and the easier it will be to follow. Read more about the success of LifeFeatured photo credit: Rahul Day via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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